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ABSTRACT
Code clone detection has been an active area of research
over the past few years. Due to various maintainance impli-
cations, it is perceived to be equally important in practice.
Although many advanced techniques are proposed to detect
clones, there are very few tools that are readily available for
use. Moreover, most of the tools function in a batch mode,
and are not integrated with the development environment,
making them less suitable for the use of developers.

In this paper, we describe InstaCF, an index-based code
clone detection tool that detects inter and intra project clones
in real time during the software development process. The
tool is also packaged as an Eclipse plugin that integrates
seamlessly with it. The tool is token based and has the
capability to detect Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 clones.

We posit that the tool has a potential to increase develop-
ers’ awareness about the presence of clones in their projects,
enabling them to take appropriate clone management ac-
tions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software developers create duplicate code, often referred

to as code clones, both deliberately (intentional clones) and
accidentally (unintentional clones) [3, 17, 18, 19, 5]. In-
tentional cloning is done for reasons like quick prototyping,
performance gain, and separation of concerns [18] . Un-
intentional clones, however, get created by accidents when
developers are unaware of a similar pieces of code in their
software [1].

It has been noted in both research and practice that clones
lead to maintenance issues. For example, modifications made
in one piece of code may need to be propogated to its clone
siblings, adding to the maintenance cost [10]. The cost may
further increase if developers are not aware of the existence
of the clone siblings, leading to inconsistent changes [4, 13,
14, 15, 29, 22, 27]. Moreover, studies have found that cloning
may lead to the replication of bug patters in the system [32,
27, 7].

Despite the negative aspects being well recognized, cloning
seems to be a prevalent practice in software engineering. In
general a large software consists of 10-15 % of cloned code [3].
As such, researchers seem to have acknowledged the fact that
clones in software are unavoidable and should be seen as a
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part of the development activity [20, 23, 27].
More recently, we conducted a preliminary survey to as-

sess developers’ practices of code cloning. We gathered re-
sponses from 72 developers, most of whom had several years
of industrial experience (see Figure 1. In summary, we found
54/72 developers actively search for code before any coding
task, thus increasing the likelihood of creating a clone (see
Figure 2). Moreover, 69/72 developers copy the code found.
We also asked if they wanted a feature in the IDE to high-
light similar pieces of code in their codebase? To that, 65/72
responded ”Yes”. Although, this analysis is not exhaustive,
it provides an idea of how persive the practice of code cloning
has become in practice. Moreover, recent studies have shown
that cloning is not as bad as earlier thought to be [28, 21,
32], generating enough motivation for researchers to look
into compensative clone management techniques [34, 12, 6,
33] over clone removal. For each of these clone management
techniques to work, discovery of clones (clone detection) is
an important first step. Though a lot of work has already
been done in this area [2, 9, 16, 24, 25, 17, 27, 30, 12],
not much work is done to integrate clone management as a
part of development process. To this end, Lague et al. [26]
conducted a case study to assess the impact of integrating
clone detection with the development process as a preventive
control for maintainenance issues. They analyzed 89 million
lines of code and found several opportunities where the inte-
gration of automated clone detection with the development
process could have helped.

As a result, although many tools have been developed to
automatically detect clones adoption of these tools during
software development still faces many challenges:

(i) Most of the clone detection tools in SE research are cre-
ated as a prototype to demonstrate a novel clone detection
technique. Thus leaving little motivation for researchers to
package them for distribution. Due to lack of this effort, the
overhead incurred in setting up these tools, and configuring
the right envirornment turns many developers away.

(ii) It is worth nothing that there are few tools that are
well documented and readily available for use [11, 30, 17],
however, these tools are not designed to be integrated as
a part of the development process. They are mostly stand
alone softwares, designed for batch processing of sofwares.
For example, a typical workflow for these tools is a developer
points them to the code base, run the tool as a separate pro-
cess, wait for the tool to produce results, and then manually
mine the clone to link them back to the code base. While
such tools might be useful to perform certain analysis of the
code base (e.g., # of clones in the system), this workflow
is not suited for detecting clones during development. We
posit that the context switch from the regular development
task to detect clones might dull developer’s interest in using
a tool at all.
Our contribution. To address the above limitations, we
developed InstaCF, an eclipse plug-in that instantaneously
reports intra & inter project method level clones in Java
software. InstaCF detects the method the developer is cur-
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rently working on, then pro-actively reports the clones of the
method in a non-obtrusive manner. The tool is based on an
index based clone detection technique that we proposed ear-
lier [31].

Figure 1: Industrial Experience of Survey Partici-
pants

Figure 2: Participants’ Responses

2. THE INSTACF TOOL
2.1 Plug-in Overview

The eclipse based plug-in is built on top of the index-based
token code clone detection proposed in [31]. It works on the
principle of computing similarity between code blocks using
a user specified simiarlity function and simiarlity threshold.

InstaCF can be installed easily by following 3 steps in
given order: (i) Open Eclipse and click Install New Software
in Help menu; (ii) Click Add. Then, in the Add Reposi-
tory window, enter the name InstaCF, and in the location
field enter the url http://mondego.ics.uci.edu/projects/
clonedetection/tool/latest; and finally, (iii) follow the
steps given in eclipse wizard to install the plug-in.

After the plug-in is installed, it gets activated when eclipse
launches. The first time, it traverses all open projects in
eclipse’s workspace and creates indexes. Simultaneously, the
plug-in identifies the method or code block, a developer is
currently working on the editor. It then computes the simi-
larity score of each code block with the current method using
the pre-computed indexes. All the code blocks which bear
similarity score greater than the user specified threshold are
reported as clones. The entire process is real time with
no observable lag even for workspace having more millions
LOC. For example, we noticed average (over 500 queries)
clone detection time to be 51.20 ms1 on an index of 36
projects consisting of 1.92 million LOC. Moreover the in-
dex creation is reasonably fast (e.g., it took 10.66 minutes
for the above code base). and incremental - only updating
existing indexes with the addition of new code blocks in the
code base.

1Time observed on a regular laptop running OSX with Intel
i7, 2.3 Ghz processor and 16 GB DDR3 Ram.

2.2 Architecture
InstaCF has five modules as shown in Figure 3. In the

following, we discuss each of the modules.

Figure 3: Tool Architecture

2.2.1 Manager: controls interaction between differ-
ent modules

Manager module acts as a controller in our plug-in. Its
role is to delegate jobs like create indexes, update indexes,
search clones, and report clones to other modules, and also
to mediate the data flow among them. It also, listens to the
change and selection events generated by the editor. On
detection of such events, it performs action such as update
indexes or search clones.

2.2.2 Parser: parses projects and creates input for
the indexer

Job of the traverser is to generate input files for the In-
dexer Module. On activation of the plug-in, Manager dele-
gates the job of creating indexes to the Parser Module, which
creates parsed files using Eclipse’s JDT (Java Development
Toolkit).

2.2.3 Indexer: creates inverted and forward indexes
of code blocks

Indexer uses the parsed files created by the Parser Mod-
ule is used as an input to the Indexer Module, which then
creates a partial inverted index and a forward inverted in-
dex for each of the open projects in the eclipse worksapce.
The partial inverted index is used to search the candidate
clones whereas the forward index is used to verify if the can-
didates are clones or not. The more details on the creation
and working of these indexes can be found in our previous
study [31].

2.2.4 Searcher: searches clones in the indexes
The job of the Searcher module is to search clones of

a given method. Manager detects the current method on
which the developer is working and then creates a query
block of the current method. Searcher uses the query block
as an input and detect its clones using the indexes. It
produces clone output file containing meta information of
clones.

2.2.5 Reporter: reports detected clones
After the clone detector module detects the clones of the

current method, Manager asks the Reporter module to per-
form two tasks i) create a marker on the editor (where the
line numbers are written). This marker signifies the pres-
ence of clones of the current method in the project; and ii)
read the clone output file created by Searcher create a view



part to display the list of clone methods in the Eclipse. The
user can quickly navigate to the clone methods by clicking
any item in this list of clone methods.

2.3 Plug-in User Interface
The Eclipse Java editor acts as the primary user interface

for InstaCF. The plug-in is designed to have a minimalis-
tic design in order to minimize the cognitive burden on the
user for using and understanding a new utility in the envi-
ronment. Figure 4 shows a red colored marker (annotated
inside the top blue rectangular region in the eclipse’s ed-
itor) signifying that the InstaCF has found clones of the
method, on which the developer is currently working. A
marker can have one out of three colors: a) Red - signifies
there are more than 10 clones of the current method in the
project; b) Yellow - signifies there are five to 10 clones and
c) Green - signifies the existence of less than five clones. On
hovering the mouse pointer above the marker would show
a view-part (annotated inside the bottom blue rectangular
region), listing all the clones of the current method. Devel-
opers can navigate to the clone methods by simply clicking
on the method names in the list.

Figure 4: Screenshot of eclipse, displaying that the
plug-in has detected clones.

3. RELATED WORK
In this section we present related tools that are available

for clone detection. We first compare our tool with the tools
which are integrated with the development environment and
later we compare our tool with the stand alone tools.
Tools integrated with Development Environment.
Patricia Jablonski’s proposed CnP, a tool to detect copy-
and-paste clones in the IDE [12]. CnP establishes links
between the original and the pasted clones and uses their
content information later on for error detection and other
purposes. Unlike our tool, CnP doesn’t use a clone detector
to detect clones and hence is not capable of finding legacy
clones. Moreover, CnP cannot find accidental clones.

CP-Miner detects copy-paste errors in the context of tra-
ditional clone detection [27]. It uses a token-based approach

with data mining and a gap constraint. We are using an
index-based token comparison technique, which falls under
the information retrieval approach. Also, unlike our tool,
CP-Miner is not available freely and one needs to buy a
license to use it.

CloneTracker, an eclipse plug-in is a tool that keeps track
of the evolution of clones [8]. For it’s input, it relies on the
output of a clone detector tool, that needs to be run before
hand to generate all the clones in a system. CloneTracker,
unlike InstaCF, does not detects the clones in real time.
Stand Alone Tools. There are some stand alone tools,
namely Dup [3], iClones [11], CCFinder [17], and Nicad [30]
that do batch processing to detect clones, but these tools are
not designed to be integrated with the development process.
Nicad, however, can be integrated to an IDE but being a
batch processing tool it lacks the capability to detect clones
on the fly. Baxter et al. created an AST based clone detec-
tion tool [5]. It detects clones by finding identical subtrees.
They used the tool to demonstrate the use of AST to detect
clones and did not release the tool. Moreover, it is a stand
alone tool that does batch processing and they did not show
if it can be integrated to a development environment.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented InstaCF, an easy-to-use, free,

and well packaged clone detection plug-in for the Eclipse
IDE that can detect clones on the fly. The tool pro-actively
finds method level clones and reports them in a non-obtrusive
manner. The motivation behind building this tool was the
fact that though a lot of research has been done on clone de-
tection and a large number of tools have been released by re-
searchers, not many clone detection tools are integrated with
the development process. The existing tools suffer from one
or more of the following limitations: (i) they are not pack-
aged well for distribution; (ii) they stand alone software and
detect clones in batches; and (iii) they are not available free
of cost. A pre-assessment survey confirmed the demand of
such a tool among software developers. Currently, our tool
can successfully and pro-actively detect method level clones
within all the open projects in Eclipse, for code written in
Java.

InstaCF is based on an efficient index based approach that
could find clones on the fly. The next step would be to
improve the tool’s index generation phase. Currently the
indexes are created sequential; since index generation could
take a considerable time particularly for large projects, it
is important these executions are implemented in a multi-
threaded fashion such that the work flow of the developer is
not interrupted while the index generation takes place.

5. TOOL ARTIFACTS
Link to the screencast that shows the tool in action: http:

//mondego.ics.uci.edu/projects/clonedetection/tool/
demo

Link to install the Eclipse plug-in: http://mondego.ics.
uci.edu/projects/clonedetection/tool/latest

Link to the source of underlying code clone detector: http:
//mondego.ics.uci.edu/projects/clonedetection/tool/
source
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